
 

 
 

About our client. Zenitel is an international provider in Critical 
Communications over IP with a proven track record in environments that entail 
the protection of human life, property, assets and/or the management of 
critical activities. Their intelligent communication solutions allow you to hear, 
be heard and understood, every time. Their systems interface with other 
security systems including CCTV, access control, and alarm for a 
comprehensive security solution. 

Junior/Middle Embedded Developer (m/f) – Jurdani (Rijeka) 
 

The position  

As a developer, you will make an impact on the development of our client’s products and solutions, working closely 

with other parts of the organization. You will experience a variety of tasks and responsibilities and be integral in the 

development-chain from idea to industrialization of their products. Additionally, you will get the opportunity to 

work with everything from low-level to complete applications for configuration and surveillance of the systems. 

Other task and areas of responsibility: 

- development of the new products, from research to deployment 

- software development for embedded systems 

- problem-solving and fronting new solutions 

- technological studies 

- maintenance of existing products 

- third-line support (internal and external). 

The candidate 

- technical university degree (Bachelor or Master) 
- experience with C, C++ and, ideally, with the complete stack in embedded Linux 
- excellent fluency in English 
- a great interest in embedded systems, applications and cloud solutions 
- a passion for audio and security, modern software development, machine learning and AI  
- professional, open and passionate  
- systematic and solution-oriented personality  
- a proactive attitude with a desire for a continuous improvement 
- customer-oriented and cooperative approach. 

 

What is in it for you? 

- working in a positive, dynamic and flexible environment 

- products with significant social value 

- freedom in relation to technology 

- agile environment 

- a significant investment in R&D  

- ability to be creative, innovative and heard 

- attractive remuneration package. 


